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Experiences of the 1970s and prospects- for the 1980s
.

of colleges that hag: undergone nrollment decline and /or financial
cutbadks were surveyed, based .on visits to 20 colleges and .

universities in 11 states In the Northeast, ,Midwest, and South; Some
of'the :strategies to resist and overcome decline have potential, for

success in a wide range of institutions, and -the following apProaches
are generally low-cost and easili.implekented: 'retention programs

'. that deal with marginal students through special counseling and t,

remedial prograas and tho'Se that deal with studeu who may be
dropping out -for other than academic reasons; imp ving student life
and campus climate; tightening standards and attr ting bright
.students; and attracting new 'sources of revenue. While the decade of

the 1970s was predomin'antly one of resistance to enrollaentp decline,
institutional leaders in the future increasingly will need to seek

ways .to adapt their organizational structures to a 'smaller scale Of
perations, Adapting successfully calls for careful planning in
anticipation of decline, defining institutional aission, develop, g

cost studies,,, and monitoring tenure levels. A sophisticated: array of
planning tools is needed to adapt ,successfully to decline: they must

.
be applied to a process'of internal' reallocation of **resources or

contraction in absolnte,size' and scope.' A commitment and .consensus
from -the 'faculty is importini *in-initiating major reallocations or

.
cutbacks. Reassessment efforts also involve developing review. -

criteria. Adjusting to a smaller scale of operations involves
adjusting staffing practices', consolidating administrative structure, w
eliminating academic, programs, and limiting course offerings of
existing programs. The responses of specific colleges and
universities are briefly described. (SV) .
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During,the past. twoyears, WEB has been,conductittg abroad-based researcli project poncerned with notgiowth in higher
education. Supported in part by the Foill Foundation, the project has examined the institutional management problems facing
colleges anchsinnersities and the public policy issues confronting the states as the result of enrollment decline dnd financial
cutbitcks. The following discussion is adapted from a clapthr in a forthcoming SREBIL)sey-Bass book on consolidation and
retrenchment in higher education. ,

r

The higher educatie corn,Munity rac$s the pros ct of,
significant cutbacks. in thNext .20 years. Whether that
contraction is the result of BWines in enrollment or in
governme(ptal support; there is ample . ekperience upa,
which to draw. Despiterentinued growth in total enrollment
during the 1§70s, the Carnegieouncil on Policy Studies
reported in 1980thal '29 percent o all postsecondary institu-
tions experienced.enrollment declines from 197010 1978. In,
the private sector this has been severe enough to-result in the
closing of about 100 institutions during thedecade! An 'even
larger number of colleges and universities have experienced

,the imbalances which accompany enrolimen-i,shifts among
programs, as students have Sought Out occupational fields
and shunned the liberal arts. Regarding financial support; it
was-a decade of ups and doWns, as state revenues fluctuated
with the economy and tuition increasesfailed to keep pace
with inflation. Highly dependent ou the flow ,of state reve-
nues. many public-institutions had their first encounters with
retrenchment when revenue shortfalls acrd midyear cutbacks
follo-wed the recession of 1974-75, the less severe downturn
of 1979-80, and the recent tax-cutting initiatives, in some
states. ;

The.experiences tif :the 1970s and 'the prospects for the
1980s led the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB)
tp examine more closely the responses of colleges which had
already undergone enrollment decline and/or financial cut-
backs. SREB staff and consultaits visited d.totak of 20'
institution states in the Northeast, Midwest, and South

public and pfivate institutions, small and large. These
included institutions in states such as Netv York and Wiscon;
sin, where past experience with declihe was fairly wide-
spread, and in states 'such.as Texas, North Carolina, and
Georgia, where decline had been more selective. In the
publit sector, the SREB team was led more often gian n5t to
medium-sized, nonurban state, colleges aid diversities
whioe had been espedlatly affected by the increased com-
petition for students and by changes in program interest in
the 1970s. The team's case studies illustrate a number of
substantial and creative approaches to the Management of
decline, refuting the folk wisdom that threatened institutions
universally have been _unwilling or unable to deal with
'adverse conditions.

Causes of DecJitie
, Before addressing institutional responses to decline, it is
.imRortant to understand the causes for diminished enroll-
ment and resources. The natural institutional reaction is to
resist impending andnot withoutleason. Many of
the causes of decline even demographic ones can be
manipulated in varying degree to the instirutipns' advantage.
Discussion of diminishing enrollment has concentrated on
The declining college-age,p6pulation, but cle-mtigaphic pat-
terns vary substantially from state to state and even within.
states. . Other conditions also can have great' impact on
institutional enrollment and resources. Competition from
other institutions, changes instate, and federal policy, and
institutionally specific factors, such as public reputation and
the mix of academic prqgrams, have often exerted negittive
or positive pressures.

Impact of Public Policy Changes. The level of enroll-
ment depends to a 4greakextent on the support and incentives" ,.
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,proyided by loud, state, and fede-r...al government. This was control, many instil tions responded slowly to those factors

e arly the case in the 1960s, When-public policy had a which they Foul iadipulate and influence Often institu-

si nt positive impact on the Participation rates of tions did not ct until, the phiblems were so abundantly dear

blacks and other as the result of federal financial that precious opporlunities had.beeti lost to ameliorate the
aid initiatives. But pblicy can just as easily have aegative problems by early, decisive action.
impact y,n enrollnient.Draft-induced enrollihents., for eNam- Most institutions have developed mixed strategics for

.pie, declined following the end of the Vietnam War. Enroll- dealing- with enrollment _decline, with elements both of
mehts also have- declined as a-result of cutbacks in state resistance and -of adapuition . Institutions --clearly prefer

supports Poliey.can,have a redistributive effect as well. As measures to resist decline (suckas seeking new §tudents and
'white colleges were opened ,to blacks in the 1970s. enroll- new sditrces of revenue) before theypursue ways to adapt ter

,
ment growth in black colleges hCganto slow. N..; a smaller scale of op4ations(for example, cutting programs

and faculty). While the satisfactions forinstitutidnal leaders
Internal Factors.,DespIte these external influences, the are greaterd strategic, which seek growth, so arethe risks

Colleges often require a long lead time.to develop consensus
over a heed to retrench. Presidents may wait top long or feel. .

, that only a crisis situation allow them to cut expendi-
tures. Even if the inevitability of retrenehmeni is accepted,
however, institutions may continue. to employ, strategies to
increase their enrollments within reasonable limits.

Some of the strategies to resist and overcome decline' have
potential for success in a .wide range of institutions Unlike
approaches That call for extensive new program develop:
Imo, however, those discussed below offer the advantage

iof generally being low-cost and easily mplemented.,

Retention,. In institutions experiencing enrollment de-
cline, retention'may be the key issue in enrollment Nanning.
not just as away of increasing enrollment but as a necessary
mead, of *Ming with greater numbers of low-ability stu-

--dents,,on milky campuses. Many institutions in the SREB .
study were making at yeast modest effort%to deal with
retention ofmarginal students through special counseling
and remedial progranis. Not finding the necessary teaching '

an institutions reputation plays an important role and, in . skills ainongits own faculty, one Institution had turned to the.

several cases, administiators reported that changes in this employment of local high school teachers Despite-pressing

perception, whether accurate or no:, had caused enrollment .'needs in many of the four-year public institutions, remedial

tr-7 declines. Negative reaction to reports of.heavy drug hctivity progrsins suffered from poor support from the "state, As
occampus violence, for...instance, lingered 9n long after the Lyman Glenny recently noted, states have failed to designate

initial coverage in the media. remediation as a. major tole of specified institutions and to
provide the commensurate support. The result is a dilution of
effort and "failure an almost foregone conclusion in the vast

A

majority of cases."
When retention programs deal with students who may be

dropping out fdr other than acadeiiilc reasons, they are
generally more successful. Western Carolina UniVersitw is
an example of an institution which, when faced with high
attrition of freshmen who were eligible to return, undertook
a detailed analysis of retention (see Figure 1) andpsed the
'findings to implement several changes in institutional prac-
tices. Emphasizing that retention efforts would be aimed at
academically able' students greatly IncreaV the legitimacy

!of the effort ,with faculty. What distinguished the .Western
Garolina.program frow other efforts was its-conitiirehensive
involvement' of the entire institution. Findings were submit-'
ted to a university-wideretention committee, composed of
support staff, senior administrators, and, faculty, which
made recommendations f8r changes in inszitutional practice
When the institution found, for example, that attrition was
highest among freshmen'\vho were undecided about their
academic programs, it devised a careeri-planning effort with

SREB study found' that in many Cases the management
-decisions which shaped an.institution's academic, physical,
and social chniate were the key faetbrs leading. to successor
failure in attral,ting students and in responding td external
conditions. -

In the "regional" state colleges and universities that Were
studied, the academic program mix was found to be critical.
Those institutions which-had been successful in diversifying
their oftennD beyond teacher education and the liberal arts

. had often recovered -from tbe,declineof student interest in
.these two areas. §Ome institutions, on the other !rand, were

. suffering from negatiKe reactions to misdirected curriculum
innovations. interdisciplinary programs which eventually
failed to appeal to students, academic schedules v:hich broke
up the traditional semester or quarter term and caused

`confusion among prospective students, new programs, such
as law enforcement, which provided a sudden increase of

- enrollment from a target group of students 'and yen an
equally rapid reduction when the market. was saturbted.
, Beyond academic prbgram mix, the public perception of

While many of these factors probably had some impact on
enrollments of new students, -the social and academic /eh:.
mate oncampus affected the retention rates of students
already enrolled. A "spiral of, decline" was ,obseryed jn
some cases. there decline fed upon itself. A state revenue
crisis or a drop m freshman class enr ..11tnents led to expendi-
turecuts resulting in physical deterioration of a campus, cuts
in tounseimg and in student services. personnel cuts, and
sagging morale among faculty who remained. This. in-turn,
affected the attitudes of students, as they witnessed the
dissension and deteiloratimi bf services which accompanied
retrenchment. The results were declines in retention rates
and another round of retrenchment. "

Resisting Decline
Of the institutions studied, few were' confronted with a

simple enrollment andior fiscal decline caused by a single,
clearly identifiable factor. In most cases,' an interplay of

.external and internal forces caused, the spiral of decline.
While demographic forces were largely beyondinstitutional
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Western Carolina UniversitySRetention Analjisis

Suspended
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;GinOth s OF, STUDENTS':

Graduates
Dropouts.

. (EligiOle to
Continue)

J
How Po ttuderit Characteristics Compare?

1.4AcadernIcyerfdrmance
, . .

2. geographic origin
3. MajOr
4. Registration Status (full- or part-time)

5,/Race

A 6. 4rix
7. Location (main campus, branc. hi

.

Continuing
Students

as

QueitionnAire to Dropouts
1. did you drop out?

:2:. What are you doing now? 4;

3. What is your perception of the college?

JON

Changes in Institutional Policy
1. Recruitment
2. Advisement and counseling

3. Faculty and academic programs

.4. Residence halls

5. Support services
6; Financial aid
7. Student pariicipation

substantial faculty involvement to work with-these-Mudents.
The admissions office began trionc.aggrecsive recruitment of .

prospective students Tram the western part of the state, who
tended to adapt better to the relatively isolated mountain,'
location of the campus, and re=examined reguitment efforts

' in areas where attrition in the freshman yeaf was .igh.
Improving Student Life and trampus Climate. It takes

no special insight to know that the bdt recruiters (and the ,
cheapest) are enrolled students. As with a good Movie,
word.of-mouth news spreads rapidly as students return to
their hometoims either to praise or to damn the food service,

a
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;
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. .

social life, orlaculty. Yet, student services and student -life
arc ofte% r, the fast casualties in a retrenchment climate, The
major thrust of several successful 'strategies 'to combat
decline emphasized the quality of student life For instance,
West responded to complaints about
its food service ant dormitory, life by involving students in
setting policies and by turning over the managernenrof) the
fool! service tq a private firin. Winthrop College ui Sbuth
Carolina placed great emphasis on a strong campuseAde
intramural sports program and on a general strengthening of
its student affairs activities.

0
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Tight ng Standards aiut Attracting Might Student s.
Some ofifie institutions visited were gradually raising their
admissicms and retention.,star.dards, which they believed
*Would enhance their reputations and attractiveness to pro-

fs speziive, students. Otheik were especially interested in
t.emating scholarship and honors programs to attract bright
'students to their' campuses. The College lbf Charleston
(South' Carolina) has initiated an honofs program with
rigoroUs curriculum requirements and special seminars.
Programs to attractbrightstudents are not a ''quick fix- for
enrollment problems, however: and, if overemphasized, can
often conflict with an institution's goalto,attract ag:bro,ad4
constituency. Once attracted, bright students must i?e chal-
lenged, or they will departdissatisfied, and the word will
-travel,back to high school guidance counselors.

Attracting New Sources of Revenue. College presidents
, have always been on:the lookout for new sources of revenue,

but with decline their vision has sharpened, It was surprising
tq find the-high degrCe of interest among the smaller public
colleges and universities io raising private support from
local areas Some of ;these efforts were hampered by a lack
of organization and of an effective strategy for approaching

'pOtential benefactors: One successful effort was at West
Texas State, which had undertaken an aggressive campaign
for private support to be used for student sicholarships and td
provide tuition waivers for faculty dependents. The most
effective example of fund-raising in independent colleges
was at Queens College in Charlotte, North Carolina. This
small, wOmen's.college had experienced significant enroll,
ment dechne, and faculty retrenchment in the 1970s and had:
-long suffered financially troll its image as an elite "girls
school" which did not warrant the support of the growing,
corporate community of Charlotte. Without abandoning its

.primary mission as a ,liberal arty college for women, 'the..
institution, engaging in some imaginative risk-taking, iin;
plemented a small, selective, coeducational graduate pro-
-gram in business(whichenlisted some of the communitx's

. captains of industry as adjunct professors) and an aggressive
continuingeducation program. The results have been an
enrolltffent resurgence in4he institution'suiberal arts college,
popularitpof its new progiain's beyond expectation, and
significant broadening of its financial base through increased
alumni and corporate giving.

;

.9

Adapting to Deblina
While the decade of the 1970s was predominantly one of

resistance to enrollment decline, institutional leaders in the
future increasingly will need to, seek ways to adapt, their
organizational structures to a smaller scalC of Operations.
Adaptation does not meamesignation, however. Adapting
successfully calls for more than merelutting of expenditures
in the face,of revenue shortfalls; it also calls for careful
pipping in anticipation of decline, so that both the timing
and the nature of contraction can be controlled.

4Using PlamOng Tools. The SRB study, set out to finscf
cases where adaptation to decline was taking place in a
planned and rational manner. The most succestful responses

to decline have been those whictanticipated chatiges in
student characteristics, program interests, and level of en-
rollment through'the development of extensive enrollment
planning. information. In several institutions enrollment
planning has been linked dirCctly to contraction strategies.
For instance, the State University of New York College at
Plattsburgh used enrollment projections for each of its
prograrns to establish a long-term reallocation schedule and
enrollment caps for some programs. At Goucher college in it
Maryland, state-by-state projections of high school gradu-
ates and careful analysis of future, market shares were the ,
starting point of a comprehensive strategy fi'r dealing with
decline.

. .

At the state level, the system offices and coordinating
boards.with the most well-developed enmenent projections
also Have been those With the most adanced contingency

iplans for contraction. Analytic packages developed tiy state
agencies have provided comprehensive, .detailed inforipa-
tion and analysis on all institutions in the slate. The process
through which state agencies and institutions have discussed
trends and conditions, modified projectipns, and discussett

',ways of assisting institutions in coping with the likely future
. has been a significant consciousness-raising activity.

..\

Defi ning Institutional Mission. While enrollment 'plan-
ning may pinpoint the time, degree. and ,type of inipact
which can be expecte,d, it offers few clues hi- hoky .an
institution should actually respond...For this. institutions -
must \vim to acloser analysis of their oWh institutintai goals ,

and pribrities. Unfortunately, the. all - embracing, gauzy mis-
!Ijons statements of\the past have offered little assistance to
institutionstgappyrig with a /diminished futuie. Thus a
sincere and direct assessment of the university's mission is a
k-ey-ingreilient in planning for decline..

One ...,ay in which institutions- have ,"discovered- their
missions is through a more systematic' evalual:on of the
quality, costs; and importanceof their institutional activities.'
Program review is not a new activity in higher education, if is
just a more rational-and analytic.proce1s than the one which .

seryed the institutions in the growth years. It can be con-
ducted in many, ways, using either external or internal
evaluators, and sometimes has been cri,ticized as an experi-
sive, lengthy process with few, tangible returns. Orle of the
prdblems with external program evaluation is that it often
focuses on issues of quality rather than on the "centrality-
of tne prograni td;the institution's mission, which is a
determination that often ,Can be made only by faculty and

. administrStors from the institution itself.

iliteveloping CoseStudies. Determination of resource
adequacy is an Importalit planning) tool in adapting, to
declinC. Measures of student-facultyfratios, support-dollars
per credit hour produCed, Ad similar indicators are being
widely used by institutions to identify programs which ,,re
ovei funded. Comparisons are 'bade in two ways between
different academic programs at the same institution and
between Rrogams in a particular discipline at Inherent
institutions.

The SREB stall" found that data for interinstitutional
copparisdhs -were beh.g shared in formal data exchange

1 a-
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arrangements among*,groutis orinstitutions which, had de- failure to develop, commitment and consensus from faculty,
fined themselves:as "peers,", or through state and regional In many public institutions, administrators were not even

5

analyses where ,Individuals outside the institutions had attempting such efforts. This t>as especially true in states
grouped institutions for comparison7eombined with not where state agencies (tvhether system office, or executive
quantitanie considerations, these comparisons were highly branch budget offices) held tight fiduciary, control over the '
useful in identifying areas in which shifts in enrollment had campuses. In more decentralized public systems and in
led to-resburce imbalances. private colleges with' a tradition of faculty governance,

"educating" the faculty was an iiimortant role of the presi-
Monjtoring Tenure Levels. Because the strategies which dent and the dean.

effeCtizely cope with shrinking enrollment can involve One fascinating example of how this educatiun process
personnel clits, much othe planning activity observedin the can take place was found in a public tollege. When distus-'
SREB study was directed at gaining more detailed infOrina- sion of it up'emling layoffs in the,mid-1970s was 'greeted with
tion on the composition of the work force in colleges anon skepticism -and surprisQy thefaculty of the University,of
the impact .which changes in Personnel policies would have Wisconsin-Platteville., administratorsiconcluded that irf the_ .*..
on the institutions' future ability to respon'dy Analysis and future the 'analysis which led to retrenchment decisifils.
monitoring-of tenure density were key ingreffients in those should be done in the openand tiit the civumstances facing
institutions, which were preparing for substantial cuts in the college.in the years ahead should bewidely known. The
faculty over the 'years. TheSe activities are abso- result was the ''Platt Map," a public dispfy of information
lutely essential for institutions needing to cut back,_ and for on characteristics. performance, and Costs of each of the
those attempting to fickl out where their flexibility lies, even institution's 18 departments and colleges. 'Faculty ioninut-

..ir decline' is not iminihent. tees hold thtir 'meetings in-the "War ropn" containing the...
el'Platt Map"Map" Departmental comparisons are alway; readily

Reassessing Priorities Lipp Trent; so tod are graphs of enAllinentiltojections whose
clOwnward slope faces each committee chairman as he or she
offers judgMents;aliout budget priorities. tenure decisions,

cited array of planning tools to adapt successfully to
They must apply those planning tools to a process which can

Ind program changes'',
The 'process of reassessment must involve faculty. Atfund ,nek:growth through an internal reallocation or rreassessment

(-Platteville, an acadeink plannifig,concil is charged with the
sources and/of providc:a.way of contraction in absolute size

,responsibility of an annual review of each department. Atand scope.Reallocation has long been used by institutions. re

thsber
n,implicitly of explicitly, to maintain balance betWeen re- Vanderbilt, two.parallel reassessmenpanels,were formed in,

one composed of facfaculty, m of,tidininistra-
sources and demands on 'academic programs. Faculty posi-

inn ua
tors. Both panels were asked th,foratblate recommendations
on ways to -fund new programs and make quality improve-
dents' from the existing budget. -

Goucher college provides a, good example of an institu-
tion whcse administration and fadilty have worked Closely
together to handle the problein of personnel cutbacks and
program redirection. Following years of deficit Tending.
this smallselective women's-tollege in suburban Baltimore
underwent a significant retrenchment in the mid-1970s
resulting in the dismissal 'of tenured faculty. These cuts,
coupled with energy-related savings. a new investment
policy, and a reorganized admissions .operation, had
eliminated the annual deficit of the college by 1980. Yet the
administration reMained pessimistic about the institution's
ability to maintain its market share of enrollments in the face
of prOjections of significant decline in the numbers of high
school graduatellfrom ,Goucher's traditional drawing areas..
The president noted in a report to the board tand the faculty
that, without major academia changes within the next five
years, Gouchef Would face the depletion of its expendable
endowment' 4,a circumstance which would probably result
in Closing the c.ollege-. The adMinistration.put forth a set of
alternatives and appointed an acadeiiiic planning committee
to -make an independent assessment of situation. The
'faculty coininittee concurred with the adminisftti'op and
46ised it to proceed with. faculty retrenchment $ithout
regard to tenure, but only to the degree necessary for funding

Institutions of higher education need more than a

tions are 'normally the unit of exchange- and the
budget process is the .vehicle. Some institutions fbcus on the
need'to-earmark funds for new program developm t and
have set up pools of funds for which departments c Tete
with new program ideas.

While reallocation_procedures controlled by central ad-
.

mimstrations'have worked well in institutions experiencing
moderate cost-revenue pressuril:C severe declines hive
called, for- more comprehensive approaches, -with wider
participation.; The c. ileges among the SREB cases wliich
had concluded that-"something drastic had to be done"
reached that conclusion in a variety of ways. for some, tFic
signals were clear and unavoidable: cash flow crises follow-
ing years of deficit spending in private institutions .'and
mandated cuts from state budget offices in public colleges
required some instil non; togundertake swift and decisive
action.sln institutioni where the impact of decline 'was less
apparenl, reassessment efforts were often aided by external
stimuli. At the University of Wisconsin, campuses had been
alerte4by careful planning accomplished at the system level;
the system waspressured by the governbr and legislature.
Private college presiderts, often received valuable supportas

d well as _prodding. from active board members. Still other
institutions were inspired to action by the atrival of hew
presidents outsiders who brought fresh perspectives and a

..sense of urgency.
.

Educating the Faculty. OnJ of the major stumbling new programs in computer science and management. Rather
blocks in initiating major reallocations or_cutback&_has_been_ _ thin -designating faculty to be terminated, the committee
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devised a formula which was used as a guideline in retrench-
ment. While there wastitter faculty opposition fromisome
quarters, the faculty governin body as a whble approved
the proposed new programs, and declined to take a stand on
thequestion of rehiring the terminated fact4Ity.

'The Goucher case is unique, since these actiops (disihissal
of tenured faculty being the most serious) wer,e taken pot in
response to an immediate ertsis but because of projections of
what the future of the college would be without significant
change.

Developing Review Criteria. Reassessment effort
eventually &List deal with the criteria by which arts will be
made. This, .5f course, is d great stumbling block for all
faculty, who, while .accust meq to making judgments, are
unaccustomed to, making c (Aces which mean continued
employment and rlroperityl r some of their colleagues and
job loss for others. Even .wh faculty terminations are not

ti'
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involved, it js difficult for faculty to accept the idea that
without outside sources or funding, new programs and
qualitative improvements should bezin'troduced,at the ex-
,pense of other programs. Further; UT Many institutions itiorisit is.'
trot a matter of cutting low quality, marginal.pro---: ,
programs which are viewed as laudable and needed but too
expensive to maintain. . . - - I

The reassessment committee at 'Vanderbilt developed \
seven criteria as a geneal,ignideline in evaluating,academic
programs (sec box). With the Vanderbilt approach, program
jud'gmentR do not depend on a single factor; rather, a .
composite picture emerges which allows die establishment
of priorities. The first round of rerfssessniept reallocate (
$1..5 million from administrative services and from athl is

tuition subsii s torimproyements primarily in faculty,sala-
ries and i e library. Ai the same time, thC easse ismeni

comm c, which liad hal.difficully making precis qualita.-
five dgnients about the institution's many ccry.einic pro-

c grams, suggested several whiO should be.studyd in theext
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sound of reassessment for possible expanisioniorcontraetion.
A similar rosins of reassessinent activjfies it Southern

M'ethodist Oniversity ged the same ge arie types of
as Vanderbilt di . Generally, t retissessmtnt prow

cesses in. private institution hive been ,mtire
comprehensive. have embraced rogram disContinuance
more quickly, and have teen boVer in thrust than has been
the case in the public sector. A (ey difference-i3 that, while
many .of the public institutio may have egperiented sonic
enrolhilent decline, they Fr ve often been.protectcd from
.preciplt us revenue de'cli s.

I

Cut ack Decisions

I.

After all of the p lining tools and reassessment processes
were applied, ms tutions reached the decision point. Thos
who .chose the route of adapting to a' smaller scale t f
operations fire d the problt m of adjusting personnel costs o
match revien e...,,This was usually carried out in a coinbi; a-
non of iv s. adjusting stuffing practices,: consolidating
administr five structure, eliminating academic_prograins%
and lim mieoutsc 911erings of existing prom Rs. I

A justing Staffing Attices. While. the Courts/ have
up eld the right of colleges to terminate contracts.pn the'
b sis of financial exigency, it is understandable that colleges ,

will wisibto avoid both the trauma and the Cost) 1)f such
action. Adjusting staffingospractices is 'the primary solution
available to institutions. Many institutions have increased
theii use of ,part-time lecturers aru faculty with short-term
cOntractsfas fi means both of reducing costs slid bf increas-
ing institutional flexibility in the face of possiblj retrench',
ment. Foy instance, ptiblic institutions in Wisconsin emplc:,.
some full-time cully on fixed-term appointment, who are
considered expendable to case of ri decline. Since these
people perform alithe functions of tentireArack faculty, it is
questionable,, however, whether terminating- these faculty
would be any less traumatic. than terminafing tenur -track
faculty.

Another way of increasing flexibility is by asrigning
fauculty to teach courses outside their own departments. The. ,

0
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most prominent ekample w'as.found at the ,University of Whether institutions choose to eliminate zourses or pro-

. /Wisconsin-Oshkosh. In this case the faculty Selected for . grams, reductions in thelaculty work force will beinvoKed.
partial tassignment were sem& members of departments, - The extent to which attrition is a viable tool for cutback in the
not junioi faculty still struggling for tenure and permanent. long term or the short term depends on the campus Setting
departmental affiliation. Moreover, the faculty were reas-
signed for no more than 50 percent of their total duties.
Whethef this sort of approach could tile as effective in other
institutional settirrgs, or in institutions with a heavy graduate
program. remains to be seen. Some view such practices as
dear signals of stres which can result in a decline in quality
as faculty move outside then' own areas of expertise.

and on certain characteristics of the faculty. Many of the
faculties studied, especially at the 'regional state colleges,
were relatively middle-aged and were highly tenured, which
did not promise much attrition 'through retirement. And as
the academia market for faculty may decline even more

idramati,Aly in the coming years.than ;n tile recent decade,
the possWility of attrition through turnover may also dimin-
ish. The extent to which attritioncan be used largely deifends

Consolidating the Administrative Structure. This solu" upon the ,success of the various reallocation. and reassign-
don was chosen by several public institution,s whose ad- men( measures which enable all institution to trim its qpera-
ministrative structures had grown large and expensive. lion while still meeting its

iac,ademie vnimittnents.
(Generally; the ii.h.,tt*colleges were alreadyoperating with
lean administrative structure.) This response 'has certain
advputves: admipistrators'hold shortlerm contracts and
cut6ackl can be made quicklx.t stlecially by aalew president,
who may be able to consolidate upon, arriving. A new
iSresident at West TeicaS Statainiversity, inheriting a situa-
doh whereretrenchment had led to low, faculty morale:
eliminated three vice - presidencies and required cad. aca-

.
dethic dean toeach one course'. per term (the latter move
pt-obably would receive opposition in a union environment).
Within two years of arrival at the ,State University of Ndw
York-Plattsburgh, a new .pre.;idegi had consolidated the
central administration and reorganized the faculties of the
college, decreasing them from five to two, Which min ed
several senior adtninistrative positions. Interestingly; i both
of these institutions the study revealed a tightly 'int grated

management team whose members wolconicd' the added
responsibility. .
. ,

Eliminating. Academic Programs. El

Keys to Successful RestobnSes)
.

Higher educatienstands in various stages of reanine,ss for
the impending enrollment decline of the 1980s. For, some,
the experience of the past 10 years has been'warning en9kugh
to cause prettration of contingency planl which- include
reductiqn in size and scope. Others, sincerely believing that

retreat from growth is a sign of weakness, seek institu-,
tional,exemption from the general decline solely through a
strategy of aggressive expansion-. .

Unfortunately,, manrihstitutions continue to take their '-
stands on the basis of poor, information. Ah- absolutely
essential element in plahning in the Context oft a general
decline is substantial inforMation on the size and composi-,
tion-offuture enrollment. This information can provide n

_ road map .for an institution to identify its major .resource
difficulties and a way'of mobilizing,the necessary internal

mating 'aca- support fqr making significant changes oidirection. Instith-
demic programs can be a means of concentrating faculty ,
cutba4s, but there has been lime .disenchantment at the
state Wel with regard to program termination. Several states
have become suspicious of the activity as a cost - nutting
device, after extenmve program reviews eliminated count-.
Jess "paper" programs which involved no personnel cuts.

-;--- _When program cuts involve all degree levels in an institution
. . and those program cuts correspond to departmental struc-

ture, cost savings result. At Southern Methodist University
in 1979. the institution discontinued a number of academic
programnnvolving 5 tenured and nontenured faculty.
Some of these programs were viewed as high quality but
peripheral to SMU's core mission.

I

.Limiting,Course O fferiggs of Existing Programs. Lib-
eral arts colleges and smalr universities Mush have diffi-
culty cutting back their limited program offerings
extensively or repeatedly may find a solution in limiting the
course offerings of these programs. The first round of

-retunchnient at Goucher College eliminated the Classics
Department and major programs in some foreign languages
(they remained as service courses), but by the second round,
the faculty believed that the essential core should be.protect-
ed. The college complied by eliminating elective courses
tan the faculty -who taught them), leaving., existing majors
intact.

tons where such data, were available and 'appropriately ....
distilled and communicated had more fully developed con:
tingency plans than institutions where the data were Un-
available, Niorly presented, or tightly held by

. administration. Institutions in a growth mode tend to speak
pf this type of planning as "marketing," while those cutting
back call it "enrollment planning." Both involve the sipne
family of activities the analysis of,the characterisrtc$,

....orientation, and geographic losation of the students the
college has attracted in the pastjandcan expect. toattract in

_she future, and a realistic assessment of the susceptibility of
enrollment to institutional policies. Whan that analysis is

,extended to students already enrolled and when student
characteristics are related to measures- of "success and
failure," the institution has achieved a comprehensive reten-
tion program upon wfiich to base changes in institutional
practices.

In addition td enrollninnt planning, institutions ltust
carefully evaluate their programs and activities inslighr.of
carefully . defined Institutional goals,. Add a process-of
reassessment which involves significant faculty participa-
tion, and the institution has a mechanism for setting priori-,
ties and ;caching retrenchment deoisions. Facul0
involvement in this reassessment process is of Critical impor-
tance. While termination decisions on specific person9e1 are
the responsibility of adminiAFation, only faculty goy, 'mance
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and advisory bodies Lan give adequate acaddmic direction to
these'decisions.

The range of cutback strategies developed by institutions
which have undergone decline in the 197.0s is impressive, as
is the degree of reduction which has been attained without
apparent impacts on quality and access. one of the instnu-
tioks in the SREB study, however, had found solutions to the
problem of low faculty turnovci. which prelents the hiring of
new teachers and, with fresh perspectives..,40igthe
other hand, actiq rather than inaction in many! Cases had
instilledsnew vigor at least among the survivors. But,these
generalizations . e limited to a group of institutions which
are not threate ed with imniediatCidisaster. Based on the
case'studies, he SREB study team offers the following

.
observation...

First, it is apparent that no single" strategy should be relied
upon far the entire spending reduction Which is needed. A
combination of cutbacks. in course offerings, program.
terminations, staffing adjustments, and atithinKtrativ'e
consolidation should be considered. The cumulative effect
ofthe savings,from each strategy.'can be substantial.
/Second, precious time can be lost debating the likelihood
of decline: The best advice may be to plailifor the worst,
imd hope forthe best. Early action is needed to mobilize
support. Institutions which waste away thelast gasp of'
growth will be worse off than those, which use that timq of
growth to prepare for decline.
Third, when embarking on reassessment and cutback
strategies, boldness is essential. Incrementalism is .fine
under conditions of growth but may not suffice under
decline, Among the cases studied, it was Wind that the
most suceessful-retrenchments cut_deeply_enGugh_to meet.
immediate and projected s ortfalls analso to mount new
programs or enhance exist' ones. It is this.second_ order
of cuts which can be the posi e side of retrenchment.
Finally, strong.leadership in carrying out the various
strategies is undoubtedly, an element in a successful re-
sponse to decline.

The most effective examples of leadership in the SREB
study were presidents who were willin4 to educate,. cajole', .

and inspire their faculties and staffs to face up to the task of
making difficult choices. Striking a balance between the
unacceptable poles of unilateral decision making and indeci-
sion by committee; these presidents and their academic
deans carefully_IdLow...-the prospects of their colleges to

'faculty and worked cooperatively lb formulate plans ',to
confront the challenges of decline In this way, these leaders
often captured a wellspring of creative energy in faculty and
staffs, even among those who were personally threatened.
As it turns put, uncertainty anti inaction are even more
disherrtening than retrenchment.

. ry This edition of Issues in Higher Education was prepared,
by JameS R. Mingle, SREB research assthat, and Donald
M. Norrisdirector, institutional studies, the University of
Houston.
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